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"Everyone’s queer but thee and me, and even thee’s a little queer sometimes."

“You cannot strengthen the weak by
weakening the strong.1’ —Abraham Lincoln
“If 384 doctors out of 400 drink 3 in 1 Oil, so will you.”
—Bob and Ray

“YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE CRAZY
BUT IT SURE DOES HELP.”
• See back cover

THE EIPST PACE
You can fool some of the people some of the time, and you
can fool some of the people some of the time, but you can’t

fool some of the people some of the time."—Ambrose J. Weems

STEF’S TV AWARD
I couldn’t see why Stefantasy should be the only mag'
azine in the USA not making an award to a tv program, and
it was just as hard to understand why the funniest thing on
tv has thus far been unrewarded. As a result I have struck
off and mailed to the boys the medal whose inscription is re'
produced below. Of course the adtual medal is printed in
simulated silver on genuine simulated imitation leatherette
(plastic) in a tasteful shade of brown.
To

BOB and RAY
whose often inspired and always
entertaining lunacy is such a welcome
relief from the dull idiocy of mankind
as a whole,

presents as its fir& annual TV Award
for 1951 this Genuine Simulated
Imitation Leatherette
Medal.
fEERLARY, 19J2

THE CASE OF THE THIN BCE
By Merle Hanley Pardner
CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In the order of their disappearance)

Terry Jason, famous crinimal lawyer who credits his success
to his ability to skate on thin ice.

Bella Rue, Terry Jason's devoted secretary, who Sticks by him
through thick and thin.

Saul Frake, lanky
^azy private eye, who cries wolf.
157 assorted (our choice) charachters

Q~7ince he couldn’t conveniently get at his ve& pocket,
Terry Jason draped his left hand fom the second button on
his overcoat, while he waved a lighted cigarette with his
right hand.
“I wonder, Bella,” said Terry Jason to Bella Rue, his
private secretary, who was standing beside him at the edge
of the frozen pond on this cold, clear February afternoon, two
pairs of ice-skates dangling from her left arm, “when Saul
Frake is going to get here. He said he would meet us at two
and it’s two-thirty now.”
“Let’s not wait for him, Chief,” said Bella Rue. “It’s
your birthday, you know, and your firdt holiday in several
years. Besides, why waste such a beautiful afternoon? Let’s
go on out and let him join us there.”
So the two of them sat down on a convenient log and
strapped on their skates. When this was done Terry Jason
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took Bella Rue’s arm in his and they skated swiftly out on
the glassy surface. As Bella Rue had remarked, it was Terry
Jason’s first holiday in several years and he was thoroughly
enjoying himself. So, to judge by her happy expression, was
Bella Rue.
After a few minutes they heard a familiar voice hail
them from the shore. “Hi, Bella,” said Saul Frake as he sat
down on a convenient log to Strap on his skates. “Hi, Terry.
I’m afraid you’re skating on thin ice,” and Saul Frake laughed
merrily at his own wit.
But Saul Frake spoke more truth than poetry. JuSt as
Terry Jason was about to reply he and Bella Rue hit a thin
spot in the ice on the pond and the two of them disappeared
under the surface, to be seen no more. Appalled, Saul Frake
skated swiftly out to the hole in the ice to help them out.
But in his haSte Saul Frake had neglected to fasten his skates
securely and as he approached the hole one of them came off.
This threw Saul Frake off balance and he, too, disappeared
under the surface and was seen no more.
157 people whom Terry Jason had installed in hotel
rooms with instructions to Stay there, admit nobody and an
swer no phone calls unless it was he on the line ultimately
Starved to death and their bodies were not found until the
hotels were torn down to make room for parking lots.
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•THE LAST PACE
By W. MILDEW DANNER
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The response to my tentative announcement in the Iasi:
issue has been so overwhelmingly absent that I have come to
the conclusion that this is not the time for me to attempt a
book. I ^till would like to do it but will wait until (1) more
than three people evince an interest in the project, (2) Wash
ington wastes less paper so the lowly civilian can get some;
(3) I have finished restoring the 1930 Nash roadster I acquir
ed 12-29-51. This latter project will take mo& of my time for
a while as soon as warm weather comes.
I admit that (2) isn’t a very good reason. While I can’t
get any more of this paper, I could probably find some kind
of suitable book paper if I hunted around, but it seems hard
ly worth while for three people.
(3) is a good reason, though—unusually good for a 22year-old car. Except for the front seat, windshield, shock-ab
sorbers and chrome on bumpers it is almost perfect. Anyone
know where I can find a good set of Delco-Lovejoy “Dualdraulic” shocks with 1" shaft?
A

MeiAcUfe.

9tHfWitanc& Qnly. to ty/WA

Yes, I know the current LarJ^ is a mess. I’m not apolo
gising though, for I’ve seen as bad done with commercial du
plicators, and for some of you it’s ju& a dose of your own
medicine. How do you like it?
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.... the only toilet tissue with

ANAL DETERGENT!
Brings you a great NEW CONTEST
All you have to do is finish this jingle in 25 words or less:

The Anal Detergent in Redtogunk
Gives you that clean rear end,

Just write your two concluding lines (making sure that they do not
contain more than 25 words) on the back of a Redtogunk wrapper and
mail to the address below. You may send as many entries as you wish,
but each muS be on a separate Redtogunk wrapper.

The PRIZES
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Taj Mahal
The Colosseum and 1 case of Rectogunk
The Eiffel Tower
All-expense round-trip for two on first passenger ship to Mars
and 100 cases of Rectogunk
5. The Pentagon and 10,000 cases of Rectogunk
6. to 100. 10 cases of Rectogunk each

Send all entries to

MORTON ABRASIVES, INC
1492 Forbush Way

Sturdly, Missouri

Are you FED UP with
HI-FI?
Does the quality reproduction of a high-fidelity au
dio system ruin the enjoyment of your records for
you? Then listen to a HARSH
*
Low-Fidelity Phono
graph—the only one with a 7 lb. pickup and genuine
granite-tipped lifetime needle. With this and its 50L6
output Stage and full 2/j6// speaker the HARSH
*
plays
all records with the same high distortion. It has ab
solutely no frequency range, distorting |with equal
facility at all frequencies. Equipped with a simulated
tone control, it can give you screechingly high treble
with the quality of a Stepped-on cat, or deep toneless
pseudo-bass which will turn the marrow cold in your
bones.
No other machine can give you such true, life-like
distortion. Buy a HARSH
*
and hear for yourself.

HARSH
ELECTRONIC DEVICES
1775 Crumlift Ave.
* Not registered. Help yourself.

Savannah, Georgia

